The untimely death on 22 September 1978 at the age of sixty-two of Kenneth Bryn Thomas brought great sadness to his many friends in many countries. The high regard in which he was held was not only for his outstanding place in his professional activities both in anaesthetics and in medical history but for his unique qualities as a true and loyal friend, ever ready with advice and encouragement to further the ambitions of students young and older alike. His presence was welcomed as a member of many societies where he enhanced the proceedings by his apt comments as well as bis learned contributions in which he gave the audience the benefit of his own original investigations especially of less well-known aspects and personalities in the history of medicine. His publications are marked by good judgement combined with profound knowledge and an enthusiasm for his subject. He generously spared time in his busy life to undertake a share in the administration in many of the organizations to which he belonged, serving as 
